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1 of 20 Oliver Oliver means olive tree in Latin, so chances are he will be peacemaker among his siblings. 2 of 20 Noaa is a biblical name that comes from the Old Testament. Noah was chosen by God to survive a great flood sent to punish the world, but he brought two of each animal on earth and his family on a great ship he built himself. 3 of 20 Alexander 4 of 20 Wyatt As an
English surname that means brave in war, Wyatt is a name fit for a warrior. If you see your little lead in his future, this name will be a fitting one. 5 of 20 Henry Henry has been a name taken by many, many English kings, so it is no surprise that the moniker means property ruler in German. Your future prince may one day rule the world. 7 out of 20 Jasper We all know that your little
boy is your bundle of joy, but what about your treasure degradation? Jasper is a baby name that means the gift that keeps on giving in Persian. 8 by 20 Milo Maybe you're a big fan of This Is Us (everyone loves Milo Ventimiglia!) or wants to pay homage to his German roots – either way, Milo is a suave baby name. 9 of 20 Tony Short for Anthony, Tony is the perfect Italian moniker
for your little boy. The name means priceless one in Latin. Could there be a more perfect description of how much your infant means to you? 10 of 20 Atticus Literary buffs, this one is for you: Take inspiration from one of your favorite novels and name your son after a hero, protagonist or author. So, when he grows up, he will have a favorite book already in mind. 11 of 20 Teddy
Honor one of the greats in history and name your little boy after a leader, like President Theodore Roosevelt. 12 by 20 Cooper Like Mason, Cooper is another name based on an obsession. In old English moniker means barrel maker. This little one will have a good work ethic in the future - or maybe good taste in wine. 13 of 20 Leo 14 of 20 Maxwell If you are not sold on a short
Max or a long Maximillian, Maxwell is the perfect compromise. It's also a great way to honour every Scottish roots in your family. 16 of 20 Vinny 17 of 20 King If your little boy caught your heart as soon as you found out you were pregnant, give him the title he deserves. 18 of 20 Caleb 19 of 20 Jesse If you consider your new man a little gift in your life, call him Jesse. The name
means gift in Hebrew, so it will be a reminder every day of what he is to you. 20 of 20 Mason If you want a hardworking, Mason is the name for you. It means worker in stone in old English, so there is no excuse for him to relax in his homework when he is older! Getty Images Congratulations, it's a boy! How do you choose a little boy's name with meaning? It's hard out there to pick
a moniker, with so many to choose from. There are trendy names, unique names, unisex names and more. But take a breath! You can't go wrong as long as you choose a that makes sense to you or your partner or your family, or has a special meaning behind it. Then grow up with a really cool story to tell. We chose 20 of the best meaningful baby boy names out there to get you
inspired, so take a look and see if any of them are a fit for your newborn! 1 of 20 Theodore Besides having the cutest nickname ever (Teddy), Theodore means gift from God in Greek. 2 by 20 Anton Anton, a variation of Anthony, comes from the Latin phrase priceless one. When you first glimpse his face, priceless can be just the sensation. 3 of 20 Duke Move Out of the Way!
Duke's coming through. The name is derived from the Latin word for dux, which means leader. 4 of 20 Henry Thinks ahead for your little boy and wants him to rule the world? So take your goals seriously and name him Henry, which means property ruler in German. 5 of 20 Leo Derived from the Latin word for lion, every little man who has the name Leo is sure to be filled with a
mighty amount of courage as the age of one gets older. 6 of 20 Jason Is there a doctor in the house? Maybe! If his name is Jason, which means healing in Greek, then he will surely have something to aspire to as he grows up. 7 of 20 Quentin Do you have a big family? Consider Quentin. The name means fifth in Latin, so if he's baby No 5, then it's perfect. Get creative when it
comes to your son's name - he'll love it down the line. 8 of 20 Vincent Look out world, Vincent is going to conquer something he sets his mind to one day. 9 by 20 Nathan If you want to teach your boy core values at a young age, start with his name. Nathan, a biblical name, means he gave in Hebrew. He's going to be a philanthropic young man! 10 of 20 Asher Are you just ecstatic
to bring your newborn home and see him every single day? Asher means happy or blessed in Hebrew, which probably describes exactly how you feel! 11 by 20 Patrick Patrick means nobleman in Latin, but of course, if your family happens to have Irish roots, you can choose the name for its attachment to St. Patrick. 12 of 20 Rhett Rhett will be the guy with all the answers - his
name says it. The moniker means advice or advice in Dutch, after all. 13 of 20 Felix Felix comes from the word too lucky or successful in Latin. So, parents, if you want your little man to do well in the future, set him up early with a good name. 14 of 20 Jasper Jasper, a biblical name, is said to be one of the three wise men who brought gifts to the child Jesus in Christianity. So if you
are a devout family, consider giving your child a name that has significant significance to your faith. 15 of 20 Jesse Babies is the gift that keeps on giving every day. If you want to remind yourself that even when you change diapers at 3 A.M., consider Jesse: It means gift in Hebrew. 16 of 20 Robert A-star has been born. Robert comes from the German expressions of light or fame
so it is bound to be in his future one day. 17 of 20 Corbin If your boy came out with dark hair, then Corbin is a perfect match. means raven in French, but in history it was meant to mean a person person a deeper hair color! 18 of 20 William Whether you happen to be a fan of the royal family or not, William has a great meaning: desire, from the Germanic name Willahelm. 19 of 20
Bernard Nothing will stand in the way of your Bernard. His name means brave and hardy, combined with the word bear in German. 20 of 20 George George is sure to be a hardworker one day - his name says it! The moniker literally means farmer, earthwork in Greek, but if you teach him well, he will become what he sets his mind to. Matrix ImagesGetty Photos If you know you're
giving birth to a boy, you'll probably want to start brainstorming some names for your future son. Heck, even if you don't know your child's sex, you can put some options before their due date. If you want to skip the classic names you've heard plenty of times before, you can choose one of these more unique boy names. Remember that the distinctiveness of any name depends
very much on context. For example, many names, which have traditionally been less common, have exploded in popularity in recent years. In addition, names that are rare in some states very often appear in others. Check out the list below of 24 names for your new baby boy who is universally unique and has a number of origins. You can also take your baby-naming cues from a
particular heritage, creative celebrity, or collections of the most unusual monikers, all of which have options that don't include Tom or Steve. 1 of 24 Zayn The name Zayn is of Arab origin and means beauty, grace, according to Nameberry. Although the name shot to popularity following the emergence of One Direction's Zayn Malik, it is still far from the top 100 most popular baby
names. 2 by 24 Wren If you're looking for a more gender-neutral name, Wren works really well. It's a popular name for girls, but has gained some traction in boys as well, just not so much in comparison. 4 of 24 Jax Jax also serves as a cute name that falls outside gender restrictions, although its meaning is very boy-centric. The American name means the son of Jack, according to
Baby Names. 5 by 24 Finlay While Finlay is a popular name in Scotland, it is still very unique in the US Meaning fair hair warrior, you can only hope that your little one will grow up with a fighting spirit. 6 of 24 Declan 8 of 24 Walt 9 of 24 Lonnie Lonnie has German origin and can also be used as a girl's name. This makes it a choice that feels individual, but is also more gender
neutral. 10 of 24 Wells Wells is considered a trendy name at the moment, although it still ranks well down the list of baby name rankings. Meaning spring, it evokes a cheerful personality. 11 of 24 Roland 12 of 24 Gray 13 of 24 Edmond A vintage name that has declined in popularity since the 1800-00s, Edmond is ripe to be brought back today. It could also indicate good economic
happiness for your son as it means protector of wealth. 14 of 24 Ronin 15 of 24 Dewey 16 of 24 Elon Elon is a the rarest names on this list, although it may sound familiar due to the fame of entrepreneur Elon Musk. For the newest entrepreneur of the family, this name will provide some inspiration. 17 of 24 Coen For future filmmakers (or parents who are movie buffs), Coen makes
an excellent name choice as it resembles the pair of filmmaking brothers. The name has German origin and means brave. 19 of 24 Hendrix Derived from the name Henry, Hendrix is a much less common name that will probably remind you of the American rock singer. It is also one of the 20% of American baby first names that started as surnames. 20 of 24 Otto 21 of 24 Aarav
While the name Aarav is very popular in the UK, it is still less common in the United States. A Hindi name means peaceful, it also easily lends itself to the nickname Ravi. 22 of 24 Alonzo Taking both Spanish and Italian origins, Alonzo is a name that will give your son some flair. Plus, he has two nicknames to choose from: Lon or Zo. 23 of 24 Thaddeus The name Thaddeus has
biblical roots and translates to god's gift. Unlike other biblical names like Adam, James or Matthew, thaddeus is rarely used and a very unique choice. 24 of 24 Quinten Names starting with Q tend to be rare in general, and Quinten is no exception. Denne stavemåde er den mindst almindelige ud af alle gentagelser, og betyder femte på latin, er især perfekt til baby
#5.________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Og mens du er ved det, tilmelde
dig vores gratis nyhedsbrev for endnu mere af Woman's Day indhold, du ønsker. Would.
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